MANIFESTO

I, Aarsh Dodhia (150020018), contesting for the post of Web and Computer secretary if elected, propose to do the following:

INITIATIVES:

- Add a Hostel Inventory list on the website
- Dual boot the computers in the computer room with Windows and Ubuntu operating systems
- Make a widget for the mess menu on android phones

FOLLOW UPS:

- Install a new printer (preferably HP Deskjet Ink Advantage 1515) in the Computer Room and refill the cartridges from time to time
- Organise Gaming Nights with the help of the Social Secretary once a semester
- Add the links of the youtube channels H7archives and H7happenings to the website
- Coordinate with mess council for the KFC and MCD portal

COMPUTER ROOM:

- Ensure that the PCs run on updated software and operating systems
- Check the inventory list weekly and report any misuse of its items
- Ensure e-waste present is cleaned and sold
- Make sure WiFi is working and LAN ports are working

WEBSITE:

- Pictures and information regarding GCs and events to be updated regularly on the website by coordinating with respective nominees
- Weekly update the mess menu on the website
- Revamp the alumni tab

LAN:

- Check every LAN complaint thoroughly
- Help SysAd in conducting LAN vendor visits
- Will see to it that the WiFi near the music room, tech room and dance room is working
- Ensure repair of LAN ports in the Tech Room and Dance Room

MISCELLANEOUS:

- Will be in sync with the whole council to improve the hostel
- Help council in its activities like PAF, ValFi, 7-Up, SCL, SPL, etc

CREDENTIALS:

- Honorary mention in the IIT Bombay GAME JAM (made a game using open source software)
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